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To the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
The Interim Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity

Arrangements has the honourto report that it held its first meetings

in Geneva in August and September 1947.
The Committee recognizes its obligation to do everything possible

to reduce to a minimum the duplication which is likely to occur in work

and in jurisdiction when there are a number of international bodies
concerned with commodity arrangements, even though they are viewed from

particular aspects.

This brief review is presented in the belief that each international

commodity authority, in addition to each government, should have a

knowledge of the work being done in the same field by other organizations,
and that this will facilitate co-operation and avoid overlapping.

The Committee trusts that this review may be widely distributed not

only to Governments but also to other interested organizations.

J. R. C. HELMORE Chairman

L. A. WHEELER Member

G. PETER Member

P. E. JUDD

Secretary
c/o Department of Economic Affairs
United Nations,
Lake Success,
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CHAPTER I

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THEINTERIM CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE

FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS
Lack of System in Pre-War Approach

1. In the period before the 1939-45 war the international problems of

individual primary commodities were not treated in a systematic manner; the

problems of each commodity were considered by some of the parties concerned

without consultation with others, and there was also no attempt to relate

action being taken on various commodities.

War-Time Discussion of Specific Commodity Problems
2. During the war and the reconstruction periods some international

management of many commodities was necessary; this was done through the various

Combined Boards and the International Emergency Food Council. In anticipation

of the longer-term post-war difficulties, commodity discussions were begun

quite early during the war. Following a meeting in 1939 an International
Cot Advisory Committee was established in 1940. In 1941 a preliminary
report was made regarding what arrangements and a Memorandum of Agreement*

made in 1942. Before the end of the war a Rubber Study Group was convened.

At the 1943 Hot Springs meeting and subsequent Conferences of the Food and

Agriculture Organization the general methods of commodity control also came

under consideration.

Development of Principles
3. Meanwhile commodity policy was being approached from the wider standpoint
of international trade policy as a whole. The "Proposals for Expansion of

World Trade and Employment,** included a statement of certain principles which

should govern the use of commodity agreements in a general setting of

multilateral trade. These Proposals elaborated into aed"Suggesto Charter for

an International Trade Organization" were used as a basis of discussion by the

Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment.
The Committee prepared a draft Charter for an International Trade Organization***
which establishes, among other things, a set of principles for commodity
agreements and suggests machinery for the co-ordination of the activities of

various bodies concerned with commodity problems. Meanwhile, the Food and

* See Appendix B, No. 11.

** Issued by the United States Department of State on 6 December 1945.
*** Subsequently in this Report, the abbreviation ITO is used for international

Trade Organization.
/Agriculture



AgricultureOrganizationhadgivenconsideration to the techniques whichmight be used, inarrangements foragricultural commodities.
Need for Interim Action '~ * * -

4. By .4_ nuenmen of;commeditydiscussionsitergovertental:g~t
alandready underweay, h%t becamemacl~r t4t~ syste ac.and co-ordinated
approach was required. However, as it was apparenbt that it would e some

time befroreshe daft come.hazer could beeperative and.the ITO could be

establishsed,y it was necesar todevisme somee interim achinry to co-ordinate
talinter- onGveI=entazmoi city natter.

Resolutnionon of LodSessionroparaorf thmmitteee Ptoy Co

5. At the sFirst Sesion* of thePrepommiaratory Citteeheld n London in

1946,owingRthe follesolution was adopted requesting the Economic and

Social C ouncilishl tommiioestaba ttee to ceo-ommodiordinat ity arrangements:
'herQina certar-ffi cultiesa f the kind referred to in the

._&kastr-g.oven'rmnatr Cmomrdity rrangementsa of th Charter

appended to the Report of the Preparatory Committee have already
occurred in respect of certain primary commodities and the Governments

concerned are already takingaction on the general lines proposed in

the Chapter and

"Whereas similar difficultiesmay occur in respect of other

primary commodities and -

"Whereas the Preparatoommry Cittee is agreed that it is desirable
that action taken in respect of such commodities shourlcd opoedn the

genelinespropose raldin the Chapter above-mentd.ione
"The PreparatorymiComttee of the InternatlConference oionan Trade

amEnd1ployment .'- - *

"Reco=es that, in so far as inter-govermenta consation
or actarybeforeion in respect of particular commodities iBnecesa.he
Internarnmentstional'rade Organizatio'1i 1.Shedj'the'7.G:
croncIninerned shmouldl adopt as a guide the Chapte ter-governenta
Com modhjity Ara iemts of the Chartsr appended-:totkport-of he

Cr-nittee-' -;. :

"Requests the6ecretary-Gezialof the United Nations pending the
establishent of.teo-Ier'at-IonaVl T t appoizit an'

Interrrnim Co- Cdioat, Internatoral Co"odityAements,
toh conesisat of tommitthe Executi Scretary of tlePr 'rtory Cin
df6 &nInteloymentrMatioarmal onreen'e oi Trae dan Epibzbntinn,'a

griculture Organizationrepreecztaertive ?Isthe?5od.ridA~u toncrnd

* See Parag'h .
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with agricultural primarycommodites, and a person to be selected

at the discretion of the Secretary-General to be concerned with

non-agricultural primary commodities, this Committee to keep informed
of inter-governmental consultation or action in this field and to

facilitate by appropriate means such consultation or action,"ReportofFAO Preparatory Commission
6. The Food and Agriculture Organization Preparatory Commission on World
Food Proposals, which met in Washington from October 1946 to January 1947,

endorsed the objectives laid down in the draft Charter for an ITO in

regard to Inter-Governmental Commodity Arrangements. It considered the

question of co-ordination and stated in its Report (paragraph 239) that it

believed:

"(1) That, pending the establishment of the proposed International
Trade Organization, a temporary Co-ordinating Committee, or similar

body, should be created promptly by the United Nations; which Committee

should keep itself informed of consultation or action in respect of

inter-governmental arrangements for agricultural and non-agricultural

Pimary commodities, and facilitate by appropriate means such

consultation or action;

(2) That this Co-ordinating Committee should be comprised of three
highly qualified persons, one of whom should be nominated by the Food

and Agriculture Organization, and should be concerned, in particular,
with agricultural primary commodities."

Establishment of the Committee by the Economic and Social Council

7. Acting on the requests of the International Conferences mentioned

above, the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations on 28 March

1947 adopted the following Resolution:
"The Economic and Social Council

Noting that inter-governmental consultations are going forward actively

with respect to certain internationally traded commodities, and

considering the significant measure of agreement regarding commodity

problems and the co-ordination of commodity consultations already
reached both in the first session of the Preparatory Committee of

the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment, and in the

Preparatory Commission on World Food Proposals of the Food and

Agriculture Organization of the United Nations,

Recommends that, pending the establishment of the International Trade

Organization, Members of the United Nations adopt as a general guide
in inter-governmental consultation or action with respect to commodity

/problems
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problems the principles laid down in Chapter VII* as a whole, i.e. the
chapter on inter-governmental commodity arrangements of the draft charter
appended to the report of the first session of the Preparatory

Committee of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment,
although recognizing that discussion in future sessions of the

Preparatory Committee of the United Nations Conference, as well as

in the Conference itself, may result in modification of the provisions
relating to commodity problems, and

Requests the Secretary-General to appoint an interim co-ordinating
committee forinternational commodity arrangements to keep informed of
and to facilitate by appropriate means such inter-governmental : .

consultation or action with respect to commodity prmoblems, the Comittee
to consist of a chairman to represent the Preparatory Committee of
the United Natioons Conference n Trade and eEmployment, a prson

nominated by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
to be concerned in particularwith agricultural primary commodities,
and a person tobe concerned in particular with non-agricultural
primarycommodities."

*i the Geneva draft this beco,mes Chapter VI which referen.ce is now used

/CHAPTER II
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CHAPTER II

GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN INTERNATIONAL
COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS

8. It will be seen from the Resolution quoted in the previous paragraph
that the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations has urged all

member Governments to accept the principles of the appropriate chapter of

the draft Charter for an International Trade Organization as a guide in

making commodity arrangements. The Committee therefore considers it

appropriate to submit a short review of these principles.

9. The draft Charter to which the Economic and Social Council resolution

refers, has been prepared by an inter-governmental Preparatory Committee,
established by the Council, and charged with the preparation of an annotated

draft agenda for an International Conference. The First Session of the

Committee was held in London in October and November 1946, and issued a

Report containing a draft Charter for an ITO, and this was examined by a

Drafting Committee, which met in New York in January and February 1947.

The Second Session of the Preparatory Committee met in Geneva from April to

September 1947 and produced a revised draft, printed and published as the

"Report of the Second Session of the Preparatory Commission of the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Employment",* for consideration by

an International Conference to be held in Havena on 21 November 1947.

10. The full text of Chapter VI, dealing with inter-governmental commodity

arrangements, of this draft Charter for an ITO is given as Appendix A to

this Report, but the Committee feels that it might be helpful to set out in >

general terms the underlying principles of the Chapter.
11. Under the draft Charter for an ITO measures otherwise debarred to

Members of the proposed ITO are permitted when Governments employ

inter-governmental mcomoditay gerements conforming to the principles set out

in Chapter VI. This would allow governments to employ multilateral commodity

agreements which they deem desirable even if they involve certain measures

otherwise prohibited under the Charter.

The Approach of the draft Charter for an ITO to Commodity Problems

12Th. e draft Charter for an ITO recognizes that the problems connected with

primary commodities are of a special nature, and provides a systematic
approach to the solution of such problems. The basis of the procedures
established is that there should be carefuel xamination of all aspects of a

commodity problem before action is taken, and that such examination should be

* United Nations document EC/P/T/186.
/conducted



conduct on a wide basis withadequaterepresentation ofall theinterests
involved. Agreements of a restrictive nature are only to be used incertain
unavoidable circumstances, and the general desirabilityofincreasingconsumptionof primary products is accepted. Such agreements may aim to
stabilize the prices ofPrimary commodities at a levelwhich will be fair
both to efficient producers and to consumers. Guiding principlesfor the
administration of agreements arelaid down and provisionmade for

co-ordinatingthe activities of various international bodies concerned with
commodity matters. However, no attempt is made to lay down the particular
methods to beusedin dealing with commodity difficulties. These have to be

worked out bydiscussion and negotiation between the countries specially

concerned withthe particular commodities. -

Inter-relationoroduction, onsyfumption and Innterational Trade

13. Experience dugrintthgreat depiireson hsas htown adequate shattandards
of consumption and nutrition cannot be achieved merely by increasing
productiossn; atisfactory condinstioof international tradre ae also

necessary theseobjectives if areto beattained. Independent actioon t

reymedthe difficulties of the producers or a particularmcomoydit hmayave
eradseeervrssunnios on heinternationatrader eposition fothccountries,r n
and Chapter VI ohf te draft Charter for an ITO issdneiged to ensure that
countries do not make arrangements to improve their own individual position
at theexspene ofotsher. - . -

Aaaoxamnn be,,-reAon..
14. It-s o. he blequarinipl equateexthe Chapter that adpt %eaminatio
oshctall,consumptionab.ardapes .ur phe ioaentauofny'
comodity before the preparatio. of an international a.greement This

examination involves the collection of relevanat informtion and the .

theconecton.:Q e,epoffesyprooe.dactio,..
15. e dralf iCarter esenvisagl thie foloswg stages in the sestablihment

aationofallinter-governmental - gromte ntal commodiyagreement:on (a)equateinformationaboutcheolormaledoy,dtion andd.-
consumption onternationalf/and the ictmmrade ;in a oodity(b)s ofopinionamongcountriessubstantially na consensuiterestedetnationalagreementihdatiran iatm amable tacommodityccommodityo
situatior : ;' .. '

reach agreementon(c) the holgng of an internationalcon rene-treag
tion;anmdea.,:s,ke aoe4d,to mtei,;o; n,-;*, .rfromsuchaConference(d) thed from such a conference tai rntrsl9
gatiharoun.gh qveriumentl.,pnlz.ti..*

opinion would normally be done through a study group; however, if adequate

~~~~~~/information
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information is already available then a formal study group would not be

necessary.

Wide Participation In Arrangements
16. The principle is adopted in the Charter of making participation on as

wide a basis as possible consistent with expeditious handling of the

problems. The procedure on this matter may be summarized as follows:

(a) Any Member country of ITO which considers that it has a

substantial interest in a commodity may participate in the work of

the study group. Non-Member countries may also be invited.

(b) Similar rules apply to participation in commodity conferences,
but in practice it may be expected that some countries which did not

wish to participate in the work of the study group would desire to

attend.

(c) Participation commodity agreement is open at any time to all

Member countries and to non-Members who may be invited.
(d) Every country participating in a commodity control agreement is

entitled to have one representative on the body administering the

agreement.

It is recognized that only through wide participation of substantially

interested countries can action to remedy commodity difficulties be made

effective.
17. This wide participation should prevent the formation of agreements

serving the interest of a limited number of countries at the expense of

producers or consumers in others. To help achieve this object it is also

provided that publicity shall be given to an inter-governmental commodity
agreement proposed, concluded or in operation.

Representation of all Interests
18. It is important that this wide participation should cover all interests,
and that particularly in commodity control agreements a situation should be

prevented in which a group or section, e.g. producers or consumers, obtain

some advantage over other groups. The general principle is therefore

accepted that there shall be adequate participation of importing as well as

exporting countries and that the interests of countries which both produce

and consume, but do not engage to any great extent in international trade,

should also be adequately represented.

Expeditious Handling of Commodity Difficulties

19. Although the provisions of Chapter VI aim at preventing action based

on inadequate examination of the position, at the same time they are
designed to ensure that there is no delay in dealing with commodity
difficulties. Participation in the study group of all countries substantially

/interested



interested should in itself lead to speedier action wherethis is

necessary. The draft Charter specifically directs the ITO to deal

promptly with the fidings and recommendations of a study group. Special

provision has been made to deal with any exceptional case in which there
has been unreasonable delay in the proceedings of a study group or
commodity conference. ::

Limitation onofgUesmeAreents of a Restrictive Nature

20. A distinction is made between "commodity control agreements", i.e.

agreements which mreightstrict international trade to a substantial extent,

and others typommf coodity agreements which would not have this effect,
Itcscoregniaedatht it is sometimes necessary to use commodity control

agreementus bt the circumstances under which they may be employed are

arrowly defined (see Ar i5ce' of the draft Charter for an ITO -

Appendix A). In general their use is Iimeditto primary commodity

iuationsinwtiich a'udreasmoe surpDuse xists or is expected to arise, or

where there is widespread unemployment or underemployment arising out of the

special nature commodities. These agreements

to cases in which, in the absence of specific governmental action, the

commodity situation would not be corrected by normal market forces alone in

time to prevent hardship.

Expansionist Approach to Commodity Problems

21. It is fundamental to the approach of the Chapter that, wherever possible,
steps shall be taken to expand world production and consumption. It is

specifically provided that commodity control agreements shall be designed
to assure the availability of supplies adequate at all times for world

demand at reasonable prices and that, where practicable, they shall include

measures designed to increase world consumption of the commodity, It is a

principle of the draft Charter that such agreements must provide for

increasing opportunities to satisfy consumption requirements from economic

sources of production.

22. It is also provided that if an agreement is aimed at securing the

coordinated expansion of the aggregate world production of a primary

commodity, it need not be subject to the restrictions of a commodity control

agreement even though it contains provision for control of production or

trade or for the future application of minimum prices.

23. As a further means of increasing consumption of a commodity it is

provided that recommendations to this end made under any type of agreement

shall be favourably considered by all Members of the ITO whether or not

they are parties to a particular commodity agreement.

/Stabilization Measures
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Stabilization Measures
24. It will be noticed that the Charter contemplates agreements to reduce
fluctuations in prices of primary commodities. Various measures to achieve
this objective may be adopted according to the circumstances of the
particular commodity, and special schemes, such as buffer stocks arrangements,
may be applied in appropriate circumstances. Commodity control agreements
involving the regulation of production, exports or prices may be used to

provide stability.

25. In the Report* of the FAO Preparatory Commission on World Food

Proposals certain stabilization measures applicable to agricultural
production are discussed.* For certain commodities, where the problem is

mainly one of seasonal and cyclical ,price fluctuations the Report
recommends the creation of Price Stabilization Reserves, often called buffer
stocks. The opinion is also expressed, that subject to adequate safeguards,
quotas can be usefully written into international agreements for certain
types of agricultural products. During and since the war long-term
contracts have been used to assure markets for products as well as supplies
for consumers. There are dangers in the wide use of such contracts and the
FAO Preparatory Commission thought that such contracts should be made in
conformity with the relevant principles of the suggested Charter for an ITO
and puts forward certain propositions designed to secure this end.
Treatment of Commodity Problems on an Individual Basis

26. It is recognized that each commodity presents its own particular
problems and no attempt is made in the draft Charter for an ITO to suggest
the specific methods to be used to achieve the objectives of an agreement,
as, in general, these will have to be negotiated separately for each
particular commodity. Directly related commodities such as cane and beet
sugar, or synthetic and natural rubber may, however, be dealt with in a
single agreement.

Safeguards During Transition
27. It is recognized that changes which are desirable in the long period
may cause difficulties in the short run. Although such difficulties should
not be allowed to stand in the way of desirable long-term adjustments,
it is provided that in making arrangements for transfers to economic
production due regard must be given to the need for preventing serious
economic and social dislocation and to the position of producing countries
suffering from exceptional disabilities.

* See Chapte V of Report, page 21.

/Efficient
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Efficient Administration of Agreements
28. In addition to stating general principles for the operation of

commodity agreements, the Charter establishes some specific provisions
for the administration of commodity control agreements. It will be
observed from the relevant articles which appear in Section C of Chapter VI
of the draft Charter for an ITO (Appendix A) that it is contemplated
that the administration will be carried out by separate Commodity Councils,
which may be largely autonomous in their operation, but with general
supervision being exercised by the ITO.

Machinery is provided for the settlement of disputes which may arise
between parties to an agreement and for the review and renewal of an

agreement.

Co-ordination between International Organizations
29. It is important to avoid duplication and overlapping in the
consideration of commodity problems, and provision is made for co-operation
between interested inter-governmental organizations. Specific measures are

laid down in the draft Charter for an ITO entitling such organizations
to Participate in the work of the various commodity bodies to be established
under the procedures of the Charter; particular reference is made to the
work of the Food and Agriculture Organization.

Special Types of Commodity Arrangements
30. (a) Certain types of bilateral agreements are excluded from the

operations of the Chapter and consequently would not be exempt from
the commercial policy provisions of the draft Charter for an ITO.
(b) Agreements relating solely to the equitable distribution of

commodities in short supply would not need to comply with the draft
Charter provisions relating to study groups and conferences or with those
applying to control agreements.
(c) Provision is made for inter-governmental commodity agreements
designed to maintain and develop the natural resources of the world.
Agreements dealing exclusively with conservation of exhaustible
natural resources need not conform to the special provisions
normally applying to control agreements even though some degree of
regulation is involved.
(d) Inter-Governmental commodity agreements necessary for the
protection of public morals or of human, animal or plant life or
health are exempt from the provisions of Chapter VI of the draft
Charter for an ITO, provided they are not used for purposes inconsistent
with the objectives of Chapter VI or with the Chapter of the draft
Charter relating to restrictive business practices.

Work of Geneva Session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Employment
31. The above summary is based on the text of the draft Charter for an ITO
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as prepared at the Second (Geneva) Sessionof the preparatory committee of

the United Nations Conferenceon Tradeand Employment and reproduced as

Appendix A to this Report. *Since the First Session of the Preparatory
Committee, there has been some development in the principles of the

Chapter, a clarification of the text, and a more precise definition of

terms. It is now made clear that expansionist agreements need not be

restricted to cases where a commodity is inshort supply, and provisions Is

explicitly made for agreements designed to sure the equitable distribution
of commodities in short supply. The principle is now established that

countries shall decide for themselves whether their interest in a commodity
is sufficient to warrant their attendance at a study group or at a

conference.

32. in earlier versions of the draft Charter all agreements involvinG

regulation of production, trade or prices were termed "regulatory agreements"
and their use was strictly limited. It is now recognized that the.

purpose of regulation may not always be restrictive of production and trade,
and this fact is taken into account in the definition of the term

"commodity control aGreements" which includes only agreements of a

restrictive or potentially restrictive character. Provision for the

regulation of production and for the possible application of stabilized

prices may; for example, be essential to the success of agreements to

expand the total production and consumption of basic foodstuffs. Similarly,

agreements relating to the seasonal movement of trade may involve regulation

without beingrestrictive. In such circumstances, the use of regulatory
measures would lnno way be inconsistent with the fundamental aims

expressed in the draft Charter for an ITO. Agreements of this kind need

not be subJect to the special condition attaching to commodity control

agreements.

33. The position of inter-governmental organizations; deemed competent
by the ITO, has been clarified and their rights stated in greater detail.

They are now entitled to attend study: groups and commodity conferences,
whereas previously they could only do so at the request of the ITO. TheY

are also entitled, on the basis of any study of a primary commodity which

they submit to the ITO, to recommend to the latter that further study of the

commodity be made or that a commodity conference be convened.

. . .. ; . ..
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N ENT ; E.-XIINGI=ThAINDAL COODITbiE-INTS
34.t " rlyinG priinciomipi ofreIner'-govrnental 'comodtt ateement
ailtsbihed' inthe draft Charter for an ITO were discussed in the

previous c1teiZ t is, no -proosed to'revew the application of the
more important P'nciples to a number'of existing and proposed international

commodity arrangements, although no eattempt will be mad at anything in

the nature of &ritical examination.
35. For convenient mrieferenuce, the Comttee sbmits in Appendix B a

brei'b y- fhedevelopment and present-positio of each of the more

imp6ibtbglner-ovrnlmeomnta1 ccodty~ amentrangiesi I view of the

reiosolutn of the Economic and Social Couincil t is hoped that parties

interesntned aiaiy prtcular arrangement wuuill tdy it in the light of
rinciplesthhcip ow set out 'in the draafte Chorrntr fa ITO.s Thi

Cona-orditimmitnge Cotiche, wh is serviyced eb a Scretriat actively
aatsdtsio'awfh thep prtejrattn heof'teCharter, offers to render any

assistance it inthecaan m.tter
Examination of Commodity Problems

3n6. Udeerdtfh rat teCharr for an ITO arrmangseerent amade for adequate

exaaMointin of alle asspct of a commodity problem before an international

agreement acisr.ehed The present tendency is to keep the commodity

etiantinoe± uiiv'rwere'so'that tlr'a)and erromr ithodsllwi1not have to

be used in tlme of emergency. Since its creation under the Memorandum of

Miment of 1942, the International wheat Council has gained a weal-ht fT

experience and knowledGe hwich served as a basisf or drfaitng the

argeement considered by the International Wheat Cofnrenec in 1947.
3.7 A number of study Goups are operatingo n the basiso f making
o6tinuoup -ximination of the position o 'he particular commodity.

Shold difficulties develop lnformation would then be available so that

steps could be taken promptly to negotiate an inter-governmental
commodity agreement. This method of preparedness is exemplified in the

case of the International Cotton Advisory Committee 'which, in addition

to such ersa iatt. ltsing colecimpot ant orts6ttis'3ta .1h0chcs, i oparged'with
there i l yspffonsbiit eoelopinguhrthorkeordvte w n an instrument of

ot-ebcolliaPtol'ol otfials't'ei wie 'thlo wr t ncotoraSoi."tsi~ .*

38,Tprhiei p-o- te erChaipt~ of 'i'dCraft rt herese sheshtbelireichilbziiapi
articitpaionincommodityarrangementsghouldtst't~ a wide basis.:&

.~~oflpd *i'u*' as-teda-n' wit woof S , weee

established



established after meetings to which all countries were invited to attend.
39. Earlier commodity arrangements were generally less representative,
Producers of several important countries do not participate in the work
of the International Tea COmmittee, nor is there any representation of

consumers. In the case of coffee, the agreement is confined to fourteen
South American countries and to the United States. The only post-war
attempt to make as agreement has been the draft Wheat Agreement, and all

members both of the United Nations and of FAO were invited to participate
in the consideration of the Agreement; Although one important country
indicated its inability to participate in an agreement, a substantial
proportion of the international trade in wheat was in the hands of these.
countries approving of thE principles of the Agreement. In the case of
the meeting called by the Food and Agriculture Organization to consider
the rice, position, attendance was on a restricted basis. This meeting
took the form of a preliminary review on a regional basis of certain national
and. international aspects of the rice question of particular importance to
Asiatic territories. It is to be followed by a further meeting on the
basis of wider representation. (See Appendix B5 for details).
Representation of All Interests

40. The wide participation of countries in international commodity
consultations enables adequdate attention to be given to importing as

well as exporting interests.: So fax as the principle of equality of

voting power between importiNg and exporting countries is concerned, this
is explicitly provided in the draft Wheat Agreement. In the case of the

Inter-American Coffee Agreement, the only importing country participating
in the Agreement, the United States of America, has twelve votes out of a
total of thirty-six on the inter-American Coffee Board. Under the Sugar
Agreement, fifty-five votes on the Sugar Council were allotted to exporting
and forty-five to importing countries. Only producers participated in the
International Tea Agreement, which moreover is not an agreement between
governments.
41. The United Kingdom - Dominion Wool Disposals Ltd. (known as the

"Joint-Organization") incorporated as a private registered company, is a

commodity agreement made between govermentsin order to dispose systematically
of wool stocks accumulated during the war. It is an agreement between
owners of wool and the question of equal representation of producer and consumer
interests is not raised. In the management of the Organization the
United Kingdom, which is in fact the largest wool importing country, has a

voting strength equal to the total of Australia, New Zealand and South Africa,
which are exporters. The Chairman has a casting vote. However, since this
war-time agreement was negotiated a fully representative Wool Study Group

/meets
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meets from time to tine to discuss the wool positions and the results of the
operation of the Joint Organization thus come under review by all interested
countries.
Expansionist Approach
42. In general commodity agreements have paid little attention to
expansionist measures because they generally arose in a period of surplus

stocks, and were designed to relieve current difficulties.

43. In regard to expanding world consumption, the functions of the
International Tea Committee include "the study of ways and means for the
increase of the consumption of tea in the world". In 1935 the Committee
established an International Tea Market Expansion Board to carry out

campaigns towards: this end. The Sugar Agreement provides that favourable
consideration should be given to proposals having as their object the
promotion of "increased consumption of sugar in countries in which
consumption is low" and 'the search for new and alternative use. for sugar
within the framework of national activities". In general these bodies
seem to have found it difficult to embark on a fundamental approach to the
problem of consumption. At the July 1947 meeting of the Rubber Study Group
particular attention was given to the possibilities of expanding the
consumption of rubber and measures were taken to co-operate with the
International Rubber Development Board.
Limitation on Use of Restrictive Agreements
44. The agreements on coffee, sugar and tea, would all rank as commodity
control agreements as defined in the draft Charter for an ITO. In general,
inter-governmental commodity agreements have been, made in times of burdensome
surplus. In the case of the draft Wheat Agreement, which might or might not
be held to be a commodity control agreement, it is considered that, although
a burdensome surplus does not exists the present state of shortage and high
prices might be expected eventually to be followed by a burdensome surplus.
The present wheat position, therefore, conforms to the circumstances provided
in the Charter for the conclusion of a commodity control agreement.
Stabilization
45. The Principal methods of achieving stabilization of. prices have been.
discussed at many international conferences from Hot Springs onwards. The

Report of the Food and Agriculture Organization Preparatory Commission on the

world Fod Proposals, endorsed by the Geneva Conference of FAO, contains a

chapter dealing with the question of price stabilization and commodity policy.
An important contribution to the use of priceestabilization measures for

commodity policy is dealt with in the section on subsidies in the draft
Charter for an ITO.

/46. The draft



46. The draft Wheat Agreement suggests a different approach to price
stabilization. It aims to reduce the present high prices and to prevent
them falling to an uneconomic level later. It also provides that exporting
countries should hold substantial reserves of old wheat at the end of each
crop year; this would help to stabilize prices and consumption and would

go some way to assure adequate supplies.
47. The emphasis of agreements has been on "fair" as well as stable prices;
the draft Wheat Agreement states its objectives briefly as follows: "... to

ensure suPplies of wheat to Importing countries and to assure markets to

exporting countries at eqiitable and stable prices" . The Inter-American
Coffee Agreement aimed toassure "terms of trade equitable for both producers
and consumers by adjusting the supply to demand"
Co-operation -. :.

48. Some progress has been mangde inprovidi for adequate co-ordination
between'the various bodies .' the commodity field. The draft Wheat Agreement
provides that then proposed Iternational Wheat Council "shall make whatever

arrangemquents are reired to ensure co-operation with the appropriate organs
of the United Nations and its specialized agencies". The terms of reference
of the yRubber Stud Group state inter alia that "Other governments and

inter governmental orGanizations which express an intereest shall b kept
informed of the studies made and of the results of the discussions as far as

.practicable With rega-rd to intergovernmental organizations, the Group

acknowledged the formation of the Interim Co ordinating Committee for

Inteormnational Cmodity Arrangements." The Executive Committee of the

International Cotton Advisory Committee is charged with the duty of

estclishingeporactical ccoperation with the Food and Agriculture
P-aazationdndwith other organizations concerned with the world cotton
situation. The latest Report of the International Cotton Advisory Committee
srcifiwcally xlcomes co-ordination through -his Interim Co-ordinating
Committee.
Specpial Tyes of Agreements
49 In the previoups Chan er itwas pointed out that certain types of agreement
were exempted from the specific provisions of Chapter VI of the Charter.
Duing athe-u and reconstruction periods many long-term contracts were made
between expogratiend importing countries. The Commodity Committees of the

International-Emergency CFoodouncil have Also contributed to ensuring the

equitable'distributifon ocommodities in short supply.



THE WORK OF THE INTERIM CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE
50. It will be noted that the Resolution of the Economic and Social Council

(paragraph 7) implies three primary responsibilities for the Co-ordinating
Committee: ,

(a) mTno Iecpninfcztof -int-Governineht otisltoion r action

problemswith pect to' c~mdi'di.* -.

(b) ' factVUi'uch consulta'lon oaction.
(c) dco-ordinate such ciut.: .: mtion.

Thae-onsebrta'(;sedehe f rthe tlieiJedN-ids vi membe? ernmens'
0oheemmbteebsient -othe oini.tt'e tecms of thel Economi6 'and Sias

,Council esoiuonri d. cetain Governments hanve already takel th opportunity
lto swiuggest pibims thin these fields -or'the contsidCommieration of ie 6-ee.
51. The Commsittee consider that at this stage its activities should centre

principalIcllearound the osomtion and.diseenataion Of informtion-regarding
the osi ertioatin and formr.1of international commodity arrangements. It
believes that in providing this inforwillmation it thereby asrsist in peforming
the other fulnictions alcted to it.

5mmi2. The Cototee gdoes nt reard it as within its terms of reference to
colstilect stadingtics regarproduction and consumption of mmvarious coodities,
ind~c'lh'oacion wl6ul be''aely duplication of work already being done
by specmific comodity groups or specialized agencies such as the Food and

Agriculture Organization. On the other hand, there does appear to be a

erreal nd for assemblngamateril which would sete out th actual arrangements
being made at the international level for dealing with the prob msle of the
differment icomodites. mThteeComite therefore askedc thae Seretriat to

prepare for itnotes on specific commodaity anrr.ngemets These notes are

given as Appendix B to this Report. * :

/CEPE V
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CHAPTER V

CO-ORDINATION MEASURES

53. At the present time there- are Many Conferences and Study Groups meeting
at different places and at unrelated or even conflicting times. This
sometimes involves unnecessary travel by Government delegates and it is
often difficult to provide sufficient personnel. It seems desirable to establish
a schedule for international commodity meetings so that Governments can
provide effective representation. The Interim Co-ordinating Committee is at the
disposal of Governments, specialized agencies, and regional bodies as well
as existing Study Groups for the preparation of a calendar of International
meetings relating directly or indirectly to commodities. For this purpose
it would appreciate advance information of projected meetings being forwarded
to its Secretariat,* which will, in turn make this information available to
others who are contemplating such meetings.
54. In the field of Inter-governmental commodity arrangements it seems
necessary to ensure a consistent approach as;

(a) between groups concerned with different aspects of the same
commodity,
(b) between arrangements relating to different commodities,
(c) between commodity study groups and regional study groups dealing
with similar commodities, and,
(d) between specialized agencies.

In cases where effective coordination is not taking place, it will be the
task of the Committee to give assistance.
55. If the case of some commodities, e.g. cotton, rubber, wheat and wool,
conditions are being studied by a Study Group or other special body, and also
by the Food and Agriculture Organization. It is essential that overlapping
be prevented, but at the same time that all aspect, such as production,
consumption, international trade, and monetary conditions, should receive
adequate attention. This is being done to some extent by reciprocal
representation at meetings. The Committee believes, however, that one
inexpensive and effective method of co-ordinating the actual research
and study is by Discussion between officers of various agencies, and notes that

* The address of the Secretariat of this Committee is c/o Economic Affairs
Department, United Nations, Lake Success, New York,

/steps have
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steps have been taken in this direction. Pending the establishment of theInternationalTrade Organization, officials ofthe United Nations-Economicowi
AffaiDrsa epertmnt concerned. with interinnalatcommodo itypolicay cn contribute

to the variouoms dcmoity discussions by providing information on international
trade aspects.

56. It is also important that work being done on variousmm coodities should

be co-ordinated because of their involved inter-relationships. The Food and

Acaiolture Organization deals with many rag_culturaprol ,ucts and will

promote consistency wiinth hist At eth recent Geneva Conference of FAOa Cocilunwasseablished,anditsfunctionsinclude Btresponsibility:
'tpromo eot consistency and InteGraotin of aga rulictural mmcoodity.

policies, national and international, with regard to (a) overall.

OFA jecobtlves; (b) the terrinelatishipon of production, distribution

and csomptionnua, nd (c) Relationshi ps of riaugcurltal mmocodities."
The Inrnattenmial TderOa rnigaazti,on whensaetiblsh,ewilld ls ao be able to

develocp or-odinated and syemstatic consideration of intertionalna trade

aspectsf como modity policy.
57. Wnhe sa tudgy roup on a primary commodity is in exiestnce,and whenthis

studgyou rp, afs or of rubber and tin, has Maaa ngenemt Committee and

aermpanenectcrariaseit is , recommended that the spiecalidze agencies.

undeartking 4 reviewo f thisommoi dity, should consult with the Management

mCcittee of the study group in order to obtain the latest information from it

and eventually to submit to it, its draft report before publication so as to

give the Management Committee an opportunity of suggesting any amendments

deemed necessary.
58. With the development of regional bodies it is important that there

should be consultation regarding work that is being undertaken. To take an

example, it would obviously be wasteful for the Economic Commission for Asia

and the Far East to undertake precisely the same study as, say, the Rubber

Study Group. In the establishment of United Nations regional bodies,

precautions seem to have been taken in this matter. In the temrs of

reference of both the Economic Commission for Europe and the Economic
Commission for Asia and the Far East, it si provided that "the Commission sahll
take measures to ensure that the necessary liaison ism aintained with other

organs of the United Nations and with the specialized agencies."
59. It is also important that there should. be a consistent approach to

Commodity problems by specialized agencies, although they are primarily
interested in different aspects. Adequate provision for this appears to have

been made in the latest draft of the Charter for an ITO. Moreover, working

relations between specialized agencies are usually established through an

/inter-agency
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subeoto's:!'5' ; ..--*. ..

reemeht:, Es~nubect t eiSewby. the" c.ofiomic ad. pcalouncili
The d& t''oializeed.aogeencinsis tnodkveldp a o esltat rach is

rblecte& n-te resolutions of th'e ecenencetat FeaA Confeber6taa. The
recodndtions adopted included., or examplello,inthe fo',ug
'he.(3)hatt principles of innteer-govmerdmnyptalcomoitolicy referred

tQcin thce nd' nomidaoSocial C6Rnsocuil ae`tioan- 2r.M.ch 1947
and those set out in the Prepaommission'sReporrasertory Ctveas
a general guide to Member gsoverment;
(; O:hat FAQcontinue its prsatisfactoryco-ooperatioesent w eth
Cm.oStdity dy Groups and Councils anhd. witt *Co-ordinating
Commoittee n Internm-goverental Commorrangedintsty eme,n and esure
the closest co-operation between such Study Grndoupms a Comodity

60,Tmmhe Conttee believes that duplication oof efnfit a. overlghappinof
function can best be avoided. if thsfere a wide circouLatin of Information
about othe w rk ofvariouso commgdity .roups It is with this in mind that the
Cteeoitt presents this first outline theof K work being dorn at the

international level inthe variouomsoctmyit fields. It ehops that any

organization that is face. Withe th problems of a particularmmcoodity will,
before embarking on thjerur u stdy,r fist consult esxagtin organizations
ealing with that probl.em-

ad2Fih, ptgraPti 7 of t.hisReport,
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APPENDICES

A. TEXT OF CHAPTER VI OF DRAFT CHARTER FOR AN INTERNATIONAL TRADE

ORGANIZATION AS PREPARED BY THE SECOND (GENEVA) SESSION OF THE
PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND

EMPLOYMEMT.
B. EXISTING COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS

1. Beef
2. Coffee

3. Cotton

4, Petroleum
.5 Rice

6, Rubber

7. Sugar
8. Tea

9. Timber
10. Tin

11. Wheat

12. Wool



FIRST COMMlTTEE: EXMPLOYMENTANDECONOMIC ACTIVITY
SUBCOMMITTEEC:PROPOSEDRESOLUTION CONCERNINGINTER-
NATIONALACTIONONEMPLOYMENTwithreferences tothe questions raised at the second meeting ofthe Subcommitteeconcerningthefunctionsandresponsibilities t.. tW TVu a rebt of the

tO fAV Mnt*MAtO;W1 Commodity A eahnt.,

vn th gtu the waomt of meA we arthe Sub.

to mwa of, sd _Asued re.nb~r )w that

givus the latest Ouithwitative statemet on its

tiaS AtteuF dis 0M pWttUMlA7 tO

It 4 id S.



(Draft) Resolution onInternational Action Relating to Employment
THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT

Having noted that the draftresolution on International action relating

to employment, prepared by the First Session of the Preparatory Com-

mittee, has already been Incorporatedin theinstructions of the

Economic andEmployment Commission to its Sub-Commission on Employment

and Economic Stability; san

Haring noted further that the Second Session of the Preparatory Com-

mittes has drawn the attention of the Economic and Employment Commission

to the relevant sections of the Report of the first Session of the

Preparatory Committee; and

Having considered also the Importance for same counties, in their

efforts to promote employment and economic activity, of occuring satis-

factory arrangements for the international migration of labour; and,

in that having taken note of the activities Inthis field

of the International Iabour Organization and Its Permanent Migration

Committee, the Commission, and various regional bodies;

are thenatteationgoorn erastondnta a internatiorgan o~aiosathens to the

sionspcontainedmishathe Charter of teh InernationalTr?gadOrgnazuiionsata

rinlatl thjeo ovarious acsspeeeemployment,of wproductionn sd dne;msd n sd

Stressehs teprimnceota chwhil amembersl ofe th Conference attach toe th

objeCtive ochf vanieing ad nmaitaniniug fll and productieve mypentlom

an rgelan astu 4ilyallgrowing mdeaadn;sd

gWse allc Gnutresio epasaately nmd oinjely, to coninuetanadnamensify

ceivitihsa hosted to this anm; and

Hopes that the initial studies and recommendations of the Economic and
-C

fOai Cougciluknd4 tsCommissionsrelaamng to the mainIhnancemaf

employment, production and demand, Information on action taken

or projected by individual countries and by specialized agencies, will be

availablein the near future in order that the most effective contributiona

aL be aadetto theV achlevemeno of this objecaive.,



JECT OF RESOLUTION: lmplementation of Economic and Social

Recommendations

DATE ADOPTED: 31 OCTOBER 1947

VOTE: Unanimously without a vote

DOCUMENYT NUMBER: A/433

TEXT OF RESOLUTION:

"THE GRNERAL ASSEMBLY,
(1) With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and

swell-being to the promotion of social progress and better standards

of life, taking account of the fact, well established by experience,

that prosperity is indivisible and requires the cooperation of

all Member States within the framework of the United Nations.

(2)CALLS upon all Member States to carry out all recommendations

of the General Assembly passed on economic and social matters.

(3) RECOMMENDS, furthermore, that in fulfilment of Article 64

of the Charter of the United Nations the Secretary-General report

annuAlly to the Economic and Social Council and that the latter

report to the General Assembly on steps taken by the Member

Governments to give effect to the recommendations of the Economic

and Social Council as well as to the recommendations made by the

General Asembly on matters falling within the Council's

competance."



(Enclosure B)

DRAFT RESOLUTION ON INTERNATIONAL ACTION RELATING TO MOBILITY OF LABOURTHE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT
CONSIDERING that it is its purpose to suggest the means to realize the
aims set forth in the Charter of the Uinited Nations, particularly the at-
tainment of the higher standards of living, full employment and conditions
of economic and social progress and development, envisaged in art.55(a)
of that Charter;
CONSIDERING that the establishment of a world economic equilibrium sounds
ly founded and such as to secure a progressive development of internation-
al trade would be helped also by giving consideration to the problem of
existing disequilibria in territorial distribution off manpower relating
to employment possibilities;
CONSIDERING that a positive action should be taken to secure in every
situation the attainment and maintenance of a full and productive employm
ent both through international investments and by transfers of manpower
and that a certain amount of studies have already been recommended and
started to this end by the Economic and Social Council, the Inter-
national Labour Organizations and other intergovernmental organizations
and specialized agencies of the United Nations;

RECOMMENDS to the Economic and .Social Council to take quick action in
view o fUlfilling the studieS started by its EConomic and Em-
Ployment Commission and Sub-Commissions in co-operation with Internation-
al. Labour Organization, international Monetary Fund International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, Food and Agriculture Organization,
Interim Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements
and other intergovernmentalorganizations of the united Nations to the
purposes set forthin Art. 55(a) of the United Nations Charter and

SUGGESTS that it give consideration to compensation of demographic dise-
quilibria between different countries in their productive implications
and take whatever action it might be advisable either directly or through
specialized agencies of the United Nations and intergovernmental organiz-
nations to promote migrations where and when necessary in view of the read
justment of employment levels and the economic development.

La Habana December 29., 1947



(Enclosure A)

DRAFT RESOLUTION ON INTERNATIONAL ACTION RELATING TO EMPLOYMENT

PrposeSd amendment to theAustatlian Dal t

nserm vmmetiatelyafter the words RECOUGNZING TEHA the words;i"te a tttin
ment Ofthe higher standards of living, full employment and conditions
economic and social progress and-development are the aims set forth in
Art-55(a) of theCharter of the United Nations, the realization ofwhich
iSthe purpose of the InternationalTrade Organization;"

Insert a new point 4 before the words HEREBY SUGGESTS THAT: "4. Such an
Actionmust rely on the equilibrium of the threefundamental faCtors of
economic development which are raw materials, capital and mnpower".

Insert between the words "plan measures to sustain high levels of employm-
entand effectivedemand" and the words"and in particular to": "both
through international Investments and by transfers of manpower" (P.2,10).

f. l
. ..

A~n P(S ^llo, -:

(d5) -Consider ampensation of demographic disesquilibria betweon4fms
We couatrian i tir produetve impUations and ke .whatever acto .
it miLJti4ytsabii4ar dirctl.or throughspecialized agencies of -

thle U*.4 -$qiaad oenntat4: orgza-tins to potemigra~i.'.3
tniovie whWq aueea i reaustment or employmentn ;

nom 5*zandthruoaic development.

L SO=& Deer 29., 1947



DRAF'T RESOLUTION ON INTERNATIONAL ACTIONRELATING TONotebyItalianDelegation
The Report F/Cocf .2/C.1/10 adopted by the FirstCommittee of the conOf Lli CUU

vdrzicerecaoianrcoshisol f.iLvheopoaclusion1 $rtrnunti-n Chapteriofr L.:u&
-ne ITO ChurLrr of a^ pr Viisnri for intcrru ~ion.A ;o-ralnatitln ofu.loy,
ent services with a viu. 'Lo :,.cilLtating f'iu aiArAtioi o'f 1-Lour and time
utscussion which tooii place on this subject "a h;-Co...to: re t
points out thct; Sub-Coh... vitti B exires3t the Vic. t..x~tt av 1.t i of
inlt;z'natio~iai t:Avv~nto1.t-.bour w4;i Only nU UtU,ACUh anf lpurt-
ant 'ne, of the gtanurul qucstiA1n of intiurnia;iAosL.- tcLiwl; to si sin ,

wring hsigh levels of u;:ployment ani that If Lintlon wvre to b1e--Uade of
tnis aspect ruI~frenc#3 to other expectss would nlio 'ialv Lo be inctluh.I at
SOQE;; length. Tne Sub-Co0witLV finally &LgrLed, as It L: r%.cordud,?;nat in
coriectlon %ith thitj proposeid Re-Blutiori on loyz.lit..)iirati ri zlitht
be given to the dziraoility of drawing th. zitrenLi.~-n tif tne .-ci.toiic ana
Social Council to thVk ibporta-cuv uf tho inttur.ticna:l ..ictlity oV1 zibuur
anc of srdcuring an international co-ordizu.ic~n O p..i.zynt suvic; for
this purpose.

Tne enclosed proposals have been dr-afted by -LA LL '.-..liaI D1t.-1t,;6ti-fon
to tueet the viuw expressed by tho Cou.acitteu elthor "'or Lhuir iuiclusion
in a geaaral Resolutlon on Eiploymznn (sut Daclosklrc A) or for their adoZ
tion 68 a single Resolution cm iuelrnational ioblity of labour (see En=
closure B),,

La iH-bana i)vcerAbur 29, 1947.
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NOT¶BY hTPTSr4LIVN

At the First Session of the Preparatory Committee in October, 1946, a

DraftResolution weEas agreed which suggested that thconomic and Social

Council should arrange for studies of various measures designed to assist in

the achievunt and maintenance of full and productive employment and of

high and stable levels of effective demand.

Account was taken by the Economic and Social Council of the terms of

thiss resolution, wd the main pArt.of it were subsequently included in

instcructiEmeons issued by the Economi andployment Commission to its Sub-

Commission on Employment and Fonomic Stability, which has recently concluded

its first meeting.

The resolution adopted by the First Session of the Preparatory

Cesomuttee and hthe studies agged therein nav thus been taken into account

by the appropriate bsodies of the United Natioun, but we understand that p to

the present ti very little action has resulted. In particular we understand

that the Sub-Cuisionon employment andisEconomic Stability Ia uikely to

Isme a report from its first meeting which will cause any action to be taken

in this field, Since the Austerialian Delegation bleves it to be important

that the problem connected with the maintenance of employment and demand

swhould abe studied no so tht action may be taken quickly to prevent the

develop and gowrh of depression if employment starts to fall, it is sug-

gesteneed thhat the Conferc migt profitably adopt a resolution suggesting

further action ich mwiwght be taken novn thisonomfield by the Ecrb and Social

Council and the appropriate spec.ialized agencies
The Australian delegation suggests as a basis of discussion a reso-

lution on the following lines:

ONSCONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENTAIM SV4WTT
GTHAT:=ZINO TRAT

1.Te present high level of employment and effective demand in

any countries are based lanrgely upo factors which are essentially

2serAfnent,
2. Action to sustin effectand ndem anad empmustloyment , to be
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successful, be based on prior study and detailed planning,

3. Action to sustain effective, demand and employment can, in some

cases, be closely integrated with measures which are being or could be

taken in present conditions to reduce inflationary pressure;

HEREBY SUGGESTS THAT

The Economic and Social Council should do everything within its powers

to expedite the studies at present being undertaken by the Employment

and Economic stability Commission and to promote immediate action both

by individual governments and specialized agencies to plan measures to

sustain high levels of employment and effective demand, and in particular to:

(1) Request from each of the United Nations, in pursuance of the

obligations undertaken by it in Articles 55 and 56 of the Charter of the

United Nation, a report setting out the action, if any, which it is now

taking to maintain reasonable stability in employment and effective

demand within its jurisdiction and the nature of prepared plans for

action to maintain employment and effective demand if a decline threatens

in future.

(2) Arrange for consultations with the appropriate specialized

agencies to the end that they should prepare plans now for action which

they might take, consistently with the terms and purposes of their basic

instruments, in the event of the threat of a substantial decline in em-

ployment and economic activity.

(3) Consider whether the need for international investment for

economic developments, especially in the event of a decline in employment

and demand, can be adequately met by the existing specialized agencies

or wheher the provision of further machinery for this purpose is

desirable and practicable.

(4) Arrangefor consultations between interested government

directed towards agreements designed to give greater stability to the

prices ofbasic commodities entering into international traders which ex-

perience demonstrate to be subject to serious fluctuations and so consti-

tuting a threat to stability of employment and effective demand.



(5) Consider, in relation to the problems of maintaining stability

In employments and effectivedemAnd, the problems of disequilibrium

in distribution Of population, and promotion of economic development,
and any necessary coordination of work already being done in these

fields.



POINTS FOR DISCUSSIONINSUBCOMMITTEE OFTHE

FIRST COMMITTEE

The points listed below have been suggested as subjects for recommendations

in the resolution, or resolutions, relating to employment. Each of these points

might be considered in turn and the Subcommittee might determine:

(a) whether the point should be the subject of a recommendation,

(b) if so, in what form it should appear taking account of the various

drafts suggested.

1. The four points listed in the draft prepared by the First Session

(E/cONF.2/5) might be repeated for emphasis in the new resolution

(see the Brazilian proposal: in E/CONF.2/C.1/C/W/3).

2. The Economic and Social council might be requested to secure report

from Members of the United Nations concerning their measures and

plans to maintain employment and demand and to prevent depression

(see the Chairman's proposal in E/CONF.2/C.1/C/C/W.2 and the

Australian proposal in w.4).
3. The Economic and Social council might be requested to secure

similar reports from specialized agencies (see chairman's

proposal in W.2 and the Australian proposal in W.4).

4. The Economic and Social Council might be requested to issue a

report on the basis of the information received from Governments

and specialized agencies (see the chairman's proposal in W.2).

5. The Economic and Social council might be urged to expedite studies

and promote action by governments and by inter-governmental

agencies with a view to sustaining high levels of employment and

demand (see Australian proposal in W.4).

6. The Economic and Social Council might be asked to consider

whether the present resources and facilities for international

investment are adequate (see Australian proposal in W.4).

7. The Economic and Social Council might be asked to facilitate

agreements to secure Stability in the prices of basic commodities

entering into international trade. j ..j
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8. A recommendation might be made concerning the employment aspects

of the international disequilibrium in the distribution of

population (see the Chairman's proposal in w.2, the italian

proposal in W.3, and the Brazilian proposal in W.5 concerning

coordinated emigration, and the Brazilian proposal in W. 5

concerning assistance in resettlement).
9. prevention of illegal migration of manual workers (see the

Mexican proposal in W.1).

After a discussion of the topics suggested for inclusion in the

"recommendation" part of any resolution or resolutions, the Subcommittee

might consider the content of the preamble which would be appropriate for

introducing recommendations on the points which the Subcommittee has

decided to include.



FIRST COMMITTEE: EMPLOYMENT AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY

SUB-COMMITTEE C: PROPOSED RESOLUTION ON EMPLOYMENT

PROPOSAL BY THE POLISH MEMBER OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE BASED ON

THE INFORMAL PROPOSAL BY THE CHAIRMAN OF THE SUB-COMMITTEE

THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON TRADE AND EMPLOYMENT RECONGNIZING that
future prosperity and. peace rest on a foundation of full and

productive employment and large and steadily growing demand and that

in many countries particularly those underdeveloped or devastated

by war full employment does not actually exist or is not fully

productive, and that

where it does exist its stability may prove to be dependent on

special factors of temporary duration, and that

problems relating to the maintenance or achievement of a full and

productive employment vastly differ as from country to country depending
primarily On whether a country has a well balanced economy as far as the

chief economic factors of production are concerned i.e. capital,
materials, labour and skills, or whether there exists a deficiency or

excess in one or more of such factors, and

RECOGNIZING further that

the solution of such problems, though depending to a large extent

on internal measures, taken by individual countries, can nevertheless,
particularly in respect to countries with ill-balanced economy, derive

grOat support from consultations and concerted action and froM
assistance rendered by inter-governmental agencies, and that

in case of a threatening depression such concerted international
action and such assistance may prove to be of an importance even greater

than individual internal efforts;
NOTING the resolutions under which various United Nations bodies have
begun to assemble information, undertake studies and formulate views

concerning long-term as well as short-term aspects of the problem of

employment, production and demand, including particularly resolutions
of the Economic and Social Council and its Economic and Employment
Commission,
NOTING also that the Draft Resolution on International Action Relating to

Employment agreed upon at the First Session of the Preparatory Committee
was taken into account; and

CONSIDERING that it is of the utmost importance that such preparatory
work be advanced as rapidly as possible so that:

/Advice
2436
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Advice could be given as to ways and means of assuring the

maintenance of high levels of employment and effective demand,

Assistance could be rendered to countries with ill-balanced

economies to achieve full and productive employment,

Positive action on an international scale could be undertaken in

time to prevent a serious decline in the employment and effective demand

in case of a threatening economic depression;

HEREBY SUGGESTS THAT, in addition to the investigations which it has

already initiated, the Economic and Social Council

REQUEST the submission at an early date by Members of the United

Nations, of information concerning their plans for the maintainance or

achievement of full and productive employment and for preventing the

reoccurence of a depression on their territories and also of their

suggestions for international measures taken in a concerted action to

prevent its international spread,

REQUESTS the various specialized agencies to study such plans and

suggestions, to indicate ways and means by which they could render

assistance in case of a threatening depression and also to indicate

which further steps should be undertaken by the United Nations to make

such an assistance effective,
ISSUE a report, based on the above information with recommendations

to the General Assembly of the United Nations, to the Member Governments

and to the specialized agencies concerned.



SUB-COMMITTEE COF TE FIRST COMMITTEE

LETTER FROM THE DANISH DELEGATION

"avana, December 30, 1947

"To the Chairman

of Sub-Committee C of Committee I.

Sir,

"I have been informed of the discussions which took place in
your Sub-Committee today and have learnt that any suggestions for
the resolution to be submitted to the United Nations Economic and

Social Council should be handed over to you before noon on
December 31, 1947.

"While the Danish Delegation, which is not represented on the

Sub-Committee, does not feel competent to enter into detailed discussions
on this subject; I would just like to inform you that we feel that the
resolution as it stands is centered too much around concerted action
in periods of general depression, and that it would perhaps do some
good if the necessity of synchronization of the governmental policies
in periods when inflation is threatening, or when governments are taking
steps to prevent an outside inflation from entering their countries was
emphasized in the resolution. The authors of the resolution seem to

have had the international economic situation of the thirties in mind,
whereas the problems in many countries today are of another nature.

If the various countries had some sort of contact with one another when
taking action against inflation, many harmful effects might be avoided.

"I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

/s/ E. Waerum

Chairman of the Danish Delegation"
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concerning a resolution onemployment (E/CONF.2/C.1/27), the Committee

receiveda proposal from theDelegation of for an amendment
to the Sub-Committee's text of Section 4 ofthe resolution.Asaresult
of this suggestion the First COmmittees atits tenth meeting

dealing withtheproblems of temporary or of workers,
by Introducingthe words "taking intoaccount existing treaties and long

established customs and usages pertaining thereto", and by inserting
between "formulating" and "conventions andmodel bilateral agreements"
the words "in consultation with Members directly affected". At its

tenth meeting the Committee also considered a proposal by the Delegaticn
of Cuba concerning a resolution on unemployment (E/CON.2/C.1/19), but

did not, accept the proposal (E/CONF.2/C.1/SR.l0).

5683



MEMORANDUM 4 March 1948

TO: Mr. E.Waerum,
Chairman, First Committee

FROM: A E. Ritchie

With reference to your remarks yesterday afternoon concerning the desirability
of having at hand a paragraph which might be added to the Report of the First
Committee concerning the "Resolution on Employment" I would make the following
suggestions:

1. If it is proposed during the meeting of the Committee that something
should be added, you might suggest that the addition should be made in
Annex 2 rather than in the report proper since all that can be said about
the resolution is that the text recommended by the Sub-committee was
changed in certain respects by the First Committee. Changes of this sort
in respect of the articles have been dealt with in Annex 2. Accordingly,
it would seen appropriate, if something of the same sort is to be said
about the resolution, to deal in Annex 2 with the changes which the Com-
mittee has made in the resolution. In that event the following words might
be added at the end of Annex 2: ,

"Resolution on Emvloyment
"Subsequent to the submissio- of the report of the Sub committee concerning
a resolFtion on employmeno mE/CONP.2/C1/17), the C lmuittee received a
proposal from the Delegation of Afghanistan for a amendment to the Sub-
committee's text of Section 4 of the resolution As a result of this sug-
gestion the First CommitteeONF its 1/Sth10eeting (E/CWm'.2/C.l R.l')
modified the last parayraph of the resolution, dealing with the problems
of temporary or seasonal migration of workers, by introducing the words
'taking into account existing treaties and long established customs and
usages pertaining thereto', and by inserting between 'formulating' and
'conventions and model bilateral agreements' the words 'in consultation
with Members directly affected'. Atmits tenth meeting the Comaittee also
considered a proposal by the Delegation of Cuba concerning a resolution
on1u1employment (F/rO1p.2/C.l/l9), but decided not to accept this pro-
p"sal (E/CONF.2/C.l/SR.l0).N

2. If shere is any suggestion (ae I hops there will not be) that the text
of the resolution should be appended to the report, you may wish to make
the following points against such a course:

(a) The text of the resolution recoamended by the Committee hts already
been acted upon and modified slightly by a Plenary Session of the
Conference - and, in fact, has already been transmitted to, and dealt
with by, the Economic and Social Council.*

(b) If a text were to be appended to the report of the First Committee,
which text should be attached? The text recommended by the First
Committeppor the text amfinally awnroved by the thirteenth Plenary
meeting of the Conference? If the former text were to be appended
it might be misleading since it would not contain the change intro-
duced by the Plenary Session. The latter text could not very well
be attached since it represents the result not of consideration by

* Incidentally, the Havana Post this morning incorrectly reported that the
Economic and Social Council in acting upon this resolution had directed its
recozrendEtions to the "Trade and SmploymentIConference in Havana". hn fact
the recommendations of the Economic and Social Council were addressed to the
"Economic and Employment Commission at Lake Success" as originally intended
in the resolution adopted by this Conference.
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the First Committee but of consideration by the Plenary Conference,
to which, in fact, this report is going. Accordingly, it is rather
hard to say how a text could be attached without either misleading
the Conference or taking over as the product of the First Committee
something which is in fact the product of the Conference itself,

(c) It willbe noted from paragraph 6 of the report of the Fifth Com-
mittee, which also recommended a resolution to the Conference, that
a reference was merely made to the document in which that revolution
appeared and the text was not appended to the Committee report.

(d) In these circumstances it would seem sufficient to do as has been
done in paragraph 10 of our report: namely, to mention the exist-
ence of the resolution and refer to the action taken already by the
Conference, indicating the document number of the text as approved
by the First Committee and the number of the summary record of the
Plenary Session of the Conference at which this text was dealt with.


